Rejuvenating & Preserving Metal, Stone, Wood & Facade Surfaces

Stuart Dean restores, transforms, and maintains architectural surfaces and objects made of metal, stone, and wood, as well as reconditions and recolors facades and curtain walls to prolong their longevity. Whether your facilities are modern or historic, Stuart Dean’s services help maintain your property, inside and out, against the degradation that happens over time.

From entranceways to elevator doors and cabs, from lobby floors in common areas to historical artifacts, Stuart Dean partners with the personnel responsible for facilities maintenance at your organization to provide solutions that restore and maintain these assets, adding value and enhancing their visual appeal.

Contract Highlights:

- Nationwide presence servicing across the US
- Single point of contact for each member
- Technology enabled work scheduling allows for transparent tracking of an entire project
- Experienced technicians available in each core service
- Prompt payment discounts available

For more information, visit www.eandi.org/contracts/stuart-dean/ or contact your dedicated Member Representative.
Contract Details

Getting Started: Complete the form at www.eandi.org/contracts/stuart-dean.

Effective Dates: 10.1.2022 – 9.30.2027 | One 5-year renewal remaining


Payment Terms: Net 45 days; 2% discount for invoices paid within 10 days. Other payment terms are negotiable.

Credit Cards Accepted: None

Place Orders With: Contact Dan Wukitsch at Stuart Dean
P: 212.273.6910 | E: ei.inquiries@stuartdean.com

Invoicing by: Supplier

Warranty: One-year warranty on all services. Stuart Dean Company offers separate maintenance programs to ensure the longevity of services rendered.

Federal ID Number: 13-1354550

RFP Number: Competitive Solicitation RFP #EI00106-2021

Contract Number: EI00220

Note: All E&I contract-related information and documentation is provided exclusively for the use of E&I members and shall not be distributed and/or shared outside of E&I’s membership. Doing so is detrimental to the Cooperative and its members, as it impacts E&I’s ability to negotiate and maintain competitive agreements.